Comment

Q1. To which document do your comments relate?
Supporting Evidence - Character Buildings and Structures of Local Heritage Interest

Q2. Do you wish to?
Object

Q3. Please provide your comments below making clear which part of the document you are referring to (specifying relevant paragraphs, tables, figures, boxes or appendices).

The Council has concerns with the inclusion of a number of buildings / structures identified in the Policy BED1 ‘Dinnington Character Buildings and Structures of Local Heritage Interest’ and queries whether there they have sufficient heritage value:

- Front of the Old Brewery (viewing from the historic map, the building was not built for industrial purposes)
- Handsworth Woodhouse Co-op Buildings
- Old Dentists (the building itself has little heritage interest except the plaque)
- Middleton Institute (the building itself has little heritage interest except the plaque)
- Silverdales Social Club

Refer also to the separate representation on the submission draft neighbourhood plan.

Q5. Do you wish to be notified of the Council’s decision under Regulation 19 of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulation 2012 whether to accept the Examiners’ recommendation? (please tick)
Yes, please notify me of the Council’s decision